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"If Christ has not been raised, your faith is futile; you are still in your sins" (1 Cor. 15:17).Â The
resurrection. As far as doctrines go, it's a game changer. Many accept the resurrection without
giving it much thought. But isn't something so important worthy of our wrestling with it?Â What if we
approached the issue of the resurrection in an unbiased manner and assessed it as a cold case
detective would evaluate a crime scene? Author J. Warner Wallace is a cold-case detective. He also
used to be an atheist. Follow along in this brief presentation of his approach in applying his
detective's expertise to the accounts of the resurrection. Wallace believes the case is nothing but
compelling:Â Jesus is alive!Â Available in packs of 10 booklets, this is a wonderful resource for
churches and individuals to share at anytime and throughout the Easter season.
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ALIVE is a short, give-away size booklet (45 pages total) that is essentially the "Cliff's Notes" to a
thorough and quite objective examination of the apologetic arguments for the Resurrection of Jesus
Christ as a literal, historical event. Written by a former atheist, it covers just that topic, excerpted
from Mr. Wallace's other book, COLD CASE CHRISTIANITY. I highly recommend both, and also
the author's website and social media presence. If it is possible to interest an atheist, this booklet
provides an excellent overview of the arguments involved, without bombast or ignoring any category
of objection. It promotes faith, but not without reason. Buying 10 at a time is a way to be prepared to
give one away when the opportunity arises.

My first introduction to this Cold Case Detective (Wallace) after reading and watching courtroom
dramas for decades. He reasons through what so many people have an instant opinion about.
Concise and well-written.

Good book by a great case maker for Christianity! Jim's ministry has blessed me so much in my
personal walk with Christ. His Please Convince Me Academy is one of the best tools for equipping
oneself. The best part is it's free!I was skeptical and downright cynical before coming to faith.
Thanks to God's use of Jim I know that I have a reasonable faith. You can definitely experience an
amazing fellowship with God, but books like "Alive" provide the objective evidence for God's
existence, Christ resurrection and reliability of The Bible.You can't beat the price of this set of
books. I pray that it would bless you and all you share it with.

I love the detective-like approach that cold-case detective J. Warner Wallace brings to Christian
apologetics! Wallace presents reasonable evidence to lead to a reasonable faith in the biblical
claims about Jesus. A quick read to prepare you for Good Friday and Resurrection Sunday is
Alive.The material in this short 48-page booklet is taken from Wallaceâ€™s book Cold-Case
Christianity, and is a just-the-facts look at the resurrection account of Jesus Christ. This booklet will
prepare you to give a good answer to anyone who asks you about your faith.These booklets are
sold in a 10-pack, so buy a pack and pass them out to your friends who want to learn how to defend
their Christian faith, or give one to a friend or coworker who is still skeptical about the accounts in
the Bible surrounding Christâ€™s death and resurrection. All who read Alive will learn something
they didnâ€™t know before.A great read!

Specifically the death and resurrection of Jesus. A former atheist, gives you the evidence that made
him a believer in Christ.

Very important information presented in a unique way that makes the reading easy and the facts
stick with the reader better.

This is really information about the resurrection taken from Wallace's book, Cold Case Christianity. I
purchased it specifically for handing out to people around Easter and it fit the bill.
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